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Thereâ€™s never been a cookbook like it. An incomparable variety of enticing recipes (more than

eight hundred) . . . Basic gardening information . . . Shopping tips for nongardeners . . . Cooking

inspirations for whatever youâ€™ve plucked from the garden today or found fresh in the market . . .

Vegetables as accompaniments . . . Vegetables as main courses (including recipes that use meat,

fish, and poultry) . . . Vegetable soups, appetizers, salads, relishes . . . Even vegetable breads, pies,

cakes, cookies . . . And more, as demonstrated over the years on The Victory Garden public

television series.A whole world of vegetable delight.
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IN RESPONSE TO:Beware the Calories, January 8, 1999 REVIEWFor me the best part of the book

is that it is: (in order) alphabetical, reviews how to grow( I am not a gardener,so do not need this

section),how to pick or choose when buying , how to store once at home, how to prepare for

cooking, how to cook various methods, then various finishing touches for side dishes such as what

spices go well, ( this is one part that does usually have butter or a sauce for serving ideas with

herbs etc) this can be used for ideas and it does not take a lot of butter etc per serving to have a

vegetable taste good, then there are recipes which I have not even tried!! But I love the how to

buy,store, prepare and cook instructions even for those vegetable I have cooked frequently and for

those I still have not cooked. I just recently picked it up out of my cupboardagain thinking I really

need to cook more vegetables, even if I am the only one in my family that will eat it! My husband



does not like very many vegetables, and my kids vary in what they will eat. Pleease do not let that

review make you hesitate, I love this book!!! After reading another review I now have to try the

marinara sauce mentioned! here is the review I am responding to. My thought is when you are trying

to cook low fat you should read a basic low fat cookbook and then know you can substitute milk,

lowfat milk,or evaporated skim milk for crream/half& half and use a broth base for a sauce instead of

butter or oil. These are easy ways to alter recipes. I think this book gives great ideas on how to

serve a vegetable for example it mentions adding pinenuts with broccoli, it is these additions that

make my family rave about the vegetable instead of just serving with salt and pepper.
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